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Presentation outline

What have we done 
- Collected baseline data on novel mixing methods
- Tested innovative methods for mixing tanks
- Developing treatment methods for ballast tanks

Potential applications
- Emergency treatment methods
- Interim treatment
- Cost effective, long-term treatment options
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Our Approach
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1) Assemble a working team
- Management - National Park Service
- Scientist - US Geological Services
- Marine Engineers – Glosten Associates
- Industry - American Steamship Co.

2) Quantify the problem
- Base line data

3) Identify and test potential solutions
- Test innovative mixing methods
- Refine methods and test using biocide
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Base line information on basic mixing methods

- Great Lakes Bulk Carrier

- 1,000’ length overall, 105’ beam, 56’ depth

- 80,900 gross tons deadweight capacity 

- 14 ballast tanks with small double bottom.  1.2 million gallons each
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Base line information on basic mixing methods

Total of six tanks outfitted for sampling

Rhodamine dye



Bulk On-Bottom Dosing
(empty tank)
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Base line information on basic mixing methods

Rhodamine dye



Inline Dosing
(empty tank)
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Base line information on basic mixing methods



Vent/Sounding Tube Dosing
(full tank)
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Base line information on basic mixing methods



Internal Transfer Dosing
(full tank)
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Base line information on basic mixing methods



Perforated Hose Dosing
(full tank)
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Base line information on basic mixing methods
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Base line information on basic mixing methods

Inline Dosing (empty tank)
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Base line information on basic mixing methods

Vent/Sounding Tube Dosing (full tank)

48:00
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- Bulk dosing before filling and inline dosing while filling had  
reasonable results.  Not a surprise, but now we have hard data.

- Other methods did poorly on full tanks.

- What is needed is a mixing method that works well on full tanks.
- Greatest applicability to emergency grounding situations and for 

ships that come into port with high risk ballast water.

Summary of initial tests
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CFD - Naval Surface Warfare Center

Scale Model- USGS, Leetown Science Center 

Development of innovative mixing methods 
(full tanks)



Air Lift 
(2 Diffuser Grids)
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Testing innovative mixing methods 
(full tanks)



Air Lift 
(3 Point Diffusers)
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Testing innovative mixing methods 
(full tanks)



Nozzle Mixing 
(3 Nozzles)
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Testing innovative mixing methods 
(full tanks)



Educators
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Testing innovative mixing methods 
(full tanks)
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3:001:00

Test innovative mixing methods (full tanks)
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What have we learned

Empty tanks
- Bulk dosing before filling and inline dosing while filling 

had  reasonable results.  Other methods did poorly on
full tanks.

Full tanks
- Innovative mixing methods 

performed well 
on full tanks.
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Biocide testing in 2011

Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) .  (a.k.a lye, caustic soda)
- Shows promise in the lab as a freshwater biocide
- Antimicrobial effect by elevation pH to 11-12
- Exposure time requirement is relatively short
- Neutralization via re-carbonation with CO2
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Differences
Water

Salt vs. Fresh (biocides chemistry)

Ships
Ballast tanks (simple to complex)

Invasive
Different bugs require different biocides

What does the work we have done in the Great Lakes 
have to do with the West Coast?
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Great Lakes and West Coast have very similar issues

Current efforts in the Great Lakes
- MARAD interested in skid mount NaCIO treatment system
- Discussions with industry to develop ship board testing   
- Exploring funding opportunity to build and test the system on

a salty

Both have ballast water introduced from foreign ports

What happens in the Great Lakes is very applicable 
to West Coast
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Similarities- The Great Lakes and West Coast need:
- Emergency treatment procedures
- Interim treatment options for high risk ballast water
- Longer term treatment options that are palatable 

for agencies and industry

What we have learned on the Great Lakes can be used to  
develop cost effective treatment options on the West Coast

$$$$
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Emergency treatment procedures

- Portable and simple to use
- Deployable through existing vents
- Utilizes ships infrastructure (no retrofit)
- Works on full tanks in a short time
- Cost effective and allows industry to 

meet compliance while addressing 
emergencies
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Interim treatment options for high risk ballast water

skid mounted treatment system

- Modular system that is deployed on a “as-needed-basis”
- Might require minor modification to the ships ballast pumping system

- Treat on uptake – neutralize on discharge
- Cost effective solution that allows industry to meet compliance while 

addressing high risk ballast water
Examples:

- Shipping route is expected to include high risk ballast water
- High risk water is identified after reaching port.  Modular system  

would avoid costly trip off shore to exchange.
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Longer term options have included shore-based treatment  
facilities that are based upon moving the ballast water off the 
ship and treating it on-shore

- Expensive
- Time consuming

GSI

Longer term treatment options 
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Longer term treatment options 

- An alternative is to treat 
the water without having 
to remove it from the 
tanks. Treat water 

on uptake

Neutralize biocide 
before discharge

Exposure time 
during transit kills 
organisms in 
ballast tanks

Cherry Point

San Francisco

Particularly feasible and cost effective 
when loading and off loading of cargo is 
done at the same dock every time 
(i.e. petroleum)
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- Minimal retrofitting to the vessel

- Shore based support minimizes 
work load and training for the 
ship’s crew

- Decrease in the requirement for 
scarce space onboard the vessel.  

- Spreads the expense over 
multiple users/multiple ships

- Easier for regulators to observe 
and document data collected.

Longer term treatment options 

Advantages
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Where do we go from here?

We have proposed a couple of potential treatment alternatives

Further testing is needed

Innovative mixing methods need to be tested on different ballast 
tank configurations

- Physical models
- CFD models
- On board ship tests
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Where do we go from here?

We have proposed a couple of potential treatment alternatives

Further testing is needed

Testing using different biocides in salt and fresh water
- NaOH - Sodium hydroxide, Lye
- NaCIO - Sodium hypochlorite, Chlorine, 
- Others???? 
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- Continue to expand our interaction with industry and agency 
experts to develop and refine treatment options that are cost 
effective and meet compliance.

Columbia River Steamship 
Operator’s Association

Where do we go from here?

DEQ
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- Continue to expand our interaction with industry and agency 
experts to develop and refine treatment options that are cost 
effective and meet compliance.

Columbia River Steamship 
Operator’s Association

DEQ

Where do we go from here?
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